FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
2018, the definitive year for Digital Identities!
Enabling secure and universal support of secure elements for logical
access, and digitally signing documents and transactions.
Arnhem, December 22nd 2017 – AET announces the launch of
the next generation of SafeSign Identity Client version 3.5
AET Europe, the leading vendor of solutions in the area of strong
digital identities, is announcing the launch of the new generation of
their leading product SafeSign Identity Client, version 3.5. With this
launch, the company reinforces its position in the market as the frontrunner of solutions enabling secure elements for desktop
applications.
“2018 will be a definitive year in the areas of cyber security, privacy
and compliance. Worldwide multiple organizations are working on
procedures and legislations enforcing those elements.”, says
SafeSign product manager, Carlos Serratos. “The need for strong
digital identities in different areas of the business, in private and
public sectors, is continuously increasing”.
AET Europe has been producing solutions for strong digital identities
and Secure Elements since 1998. With millions of customers
worldwide, SafeSign IC is the only solution in the market with
universal support for all tokens featuring the certified SafeSign PKI
applet; used by hundreds of devices from all major hardware
manufacturers.
The new release of SafeSign IC is updated to support the latest
cutting edge Apple architecture for MacOS, provides enhanced
stability for all PCKS #11 native application (e.g. Firefox), and has a
broad application and OS service support with native interfaces
(CTK, SCE, etc.) and the generic PCKS #11 interface.

The version for MacOS High Sierra is available as of today, with the
support for Windows and Linux coming by the end of January.
To learn more about SafeSign IC, digital identities, or to book a
meeting with us, contact us at info@aeteurope.com, or visit the
website at www.aeteurope.com
About AET Europe B.V.
AET Europe is a global leader in the area of digital security solutions.
Founded in 1998. We are specialized in creating secure solutions in
identification, authentication, digital signing, consent and
management of credentials.

